**Education project. The goal is to create a peace studies ecosystem in Atlanta that spans schools and disciplines such as engineering, health sciences, and humanities, and social sciences. That’s because peace isn’t just about the absence of violence and understanding what causes that violence. It’s about building understanding and reducing the experience of violence.**

**United Nations Sustainable Development Goals**

**Sustainable Development Goals**

**United Nations**

**SDGs as the Roadmap for Peace and Prosperity for All: Atlanta Peace Education Project**

**The Greater Atlanta RCE, Research Seminar series**

**Annual EQUINOX WEEK**

**EQUINOX Symposium**

**Virtual**

**Monday, Mar. 15, 2021**

**SDGs as the Roadmap for Peace and Prosperity for All: Atlanta Peace Education Project**

**4th Annual EQUINOX WEEK Symposium**

**Sponsored by KSU Department of Architecture, Division of Global Affairs, Office of Research**

**The Annual EQUINOX Symposium is focused on the UN’s interconnected Sustainable Development Goals, guiding the creation of a peace studies ecosystem in Atlanta that spans schools and disciplines such as engineering, health sciences, and humanities, and social sciences. That’s because peace isn’t just about the absence of violence and understanding what causes that violence. It’s about building understanding and reducing the experience of violence.**

**TUES., MAR. 16, 2021**

**EQUINOX Forum: The Zuckerman Museum of Art Program**

**EQUINOX | Sustainable Future Career Pathways**

**Career Exploration Day**

**Sponsored by Department of Career Planning and Development**

**This is an opportunity to discover different paths students can take within different fields, and to meet and explore opportunities in different industries and careers. Interactive workshops will explore a variety of fields and different types of employed opportunities available, and will include an interactive EA.**

**EQUINOX | Visit**

**KU_Mil_Facility**

**President: Graham Collard, (UFP) Design Lead, Assistant Professor of Architecture, GAIA, KSU**

**This is a virtual tour of KU Mil Facility designed by Peter Collard. The President of KU Mil Facility will guide us through the design of the facility, reviewing the essential steps that will engage military schools told us in an engaging story, making long-term predictions of the facilities that in the coming years will become the destination for faculty and students to conduct research centered around building performance.**

**EQUINOX | Energy**

**Saving Our Forests, Saving Our Future**

**Sponsored by: Department of Career Planning and Development**

**Virtual**

**Energy**

**MON., MAR. 15. 2021**

**EQUINOX | CARE**

**CASE**

**Program Director, case@kennesaw.edu**

**Sponsored by: KSU CARE Services (in partnership with Goodr, Inc.)**

**This is a virtual exhibition tour of KSU Mini Pavilion designed by Prof. Carroll. The President of KSU Mini Pavilion will guide us through the design of the facility, reviewing the essential steps that will engage active learning told us in an engaging story, making long-term predictions of the facilities that in the coming years will become the destination for faculty and students to conduct research centered around building performance.**

**EQUINOX | RCE**

**Sustainable Construction Neighborhood: The Way Forward**

**Sponsored by: AGSC**

**SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION NEIGHBORHOOD: THE WAY FORWARD**

**FRI., MAR. 19, 2021**

**EQUINOX | Rice**

**The Greater Atlanta RCE, Research Seminar series**

**Sponsored by: Regional Center of Expertise on Education for Sustainable Development**

**Greater Atlanta RCE / Higher Education Learning Center**

**SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION NEIGHBORHOOD: THE WAY FORWARD**

**Further details @ EQUINOX.Kennesaw.edu**

**Questions? Contact: Dr. Pegah Zamani**